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CHAPTER 8:  

Conferring with 
Reader’s Notebooks 

How we teach our students in a conference matters just as much as what we 
teach. While the previous chapter focused on the internal process of rec-
ognizing possible comprehension teaching points when looking at student 

writing, this chapter describes how to incorporate those noticing skills within the larger 
structure of a conference. 

Teachers can confer with students in numerous ways. In some conferences, the teacher 
may act more as a facilitator or thinking partner rather than as a teacher. Still others may 
not use the reader’s notebook at all to teach comprehension. The conferences presented 
in this chapter build on the idea that, when teachers know many specific ways of think-
ing in writing, they can offer their students tangible and attainable teaching points that 
support higher-order thinking. 

Even though student contributions play an important role, the kind of conferring 
described here is more teacher-directed than other types of conferring. Some students, 
but not all, are capable of directing their own teaching so that the conference is a valuable 
use of time. The more options we have in how to help students become critical think-
ers of reading, the more we can meet the range of abilities and personalities that fill our 
classrooms.
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Research Before the Conference
I used to read students’ writing during my conferences, but now I do this as part of the 
research before I meet with students. Reading notebook entries without a student next 
to me allows my conferences to be more productive and efficient. I am able to be a much 
better, more thoughtful researcher of student writing when I am not trying to juggle this 
reflective practice with my responsibilities to a classroom of students. I still wait until 
the actual conference, when I can talk with the student, to decide what to teach. But by 
reviewing independent entries beforehand, I come to the conference with an idea of 
strategies I might teach. 

When I research a student’s writing, I start by reading the last three or four entries 
and noticing as many strengths as I can. I jot notes about what I notice in my conference 
notebook as I go. Then I reread the same entries, except this time with a more focused 
eye on next steps, a teaching point that might lift up the way this student thinks and writes 
about reading. I reread the list of strengths and possible teaching points, and then I make 
a checkmark next to the ones that I think are good possibilities to bring with me to the 
conference the following day.

Out-of-conference research can be especially good for teachers who are new to confer-
ring. With space for reflection, teachers can use this book as a resource for specific teaching 
points for a conference just as when planning for whole-class lessons. For instance, if you 
notice a student is only writing surface personal connections, the personal connections 
lessons—which are listed in developmental order—can offer some ideas for teaching 
points that would help the student write about connections in a more complex way. 

Research During the Conference
Figure 8.1 lists some of the other research tools you can use to observe the presence or 
absence of reading skills that impact comprehension. Although reading text out loud is 
an important source of information for students who still need support with decoding 
and fluency, this chapter focuses exclusively on comprehension teaching.

FIGUrE 8.1

Research Tools  

rESEArCh TOOLS rELATED rEADING SKILLS

Reader’s Notebook Comprehension of text

Higher-order thinking with text

Conversation with Students Student’s experiences, intentions, or challenges

Book Log Genre choices
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Student Observations Reading stamina and effort

Conversation with Students
Most conferences begin with an opportunity for students to talk about their reading. 
The most valuable aspect of this initial conversation, from an academic standpoint, is 
that it offers insight into students’ experiences and intentions that may not be visible 
from simply listening to them read or reading their notebooks. In addition, it makes a 
statement that students have a role in their own learning and that teaching and learning 
is a partnership. Sometimes these conversations, on their own or in tandem with other 
research, can offer valuable information and influence the direction of the conference.

Conferences can begin with a general question, such as “How has your reading been 
going?” which allows students to be forthcoming with their own thoughts about the 
books they’ve read and the work they’ve been doing in their notebooks. During this time, 
I try to keep my research questions in reaction to what students say. You might hear me 
say, “What do you mean by that?,” “Show me how you did that,” or “Tell me more about 
that.” These questions or comments are meant solely to better understand what they are 
telling me. If I have questions about students’ independent entries, based on my “before 
the conference” research, I bring them up at this point. You can also ask more probing 
questions, by asking students to describe a type of writing or thinking they tried or about 
the decisions behind their writing (Anderson 2000).  

During this initial research phase, I do not ask students the kinds of questions that 
push their thinking, such as “So what do you think will happen next?” or “What do you 
think about the main character?” These questions can be productive, but they come into 
play later in the conference if I am having a hard time deciding what to teach. Early on, 
I want to hear about the thinking students offer on their own so I can base my teaching 
on where my students are independently. I also want my conferring to match my expec-
tations: I should find their thoughts about their books in the pages of their notebooks. 

Because these initial conversations in conferences are authentic and as unique as the 
students we are meeting with, they do not always stay on a straight path. A student may 
start a conference by talking about the new Wimpy Kid book he received as a birthday 
gift, he may tell you he doesn’t like his literature circle, or he may say for the third time 
that week, “There’s no books I like in the library!” Such statements are legitimate read-
ing experiences, and our job is to react as fellow human beings, not only as academic 
teachers (Calkins 2000). 

While conferences should be flexible in making space for students’ voices and con-
versations, we also have to balance the human aspect of conferring with keeping our 
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teaching efficient. It’s not easy. Even with a predictable structure, some conferences go 
on too long. There is no formula for a perfect conference. What matters is that you are 
simply aware of balancing the personal and academic aspects of conferring.

Supporting Student Talk
Many years ago when I was working with Michelle Gulla, a fourth-grade teacher at the 
Tobin School in Boston, we both noticed our reading conferences seemed more like 
fishing expeditions than conversations:

 
“How’s your reading going?”

“Good.”

“Why is it good?”

“I don’t know… I like my book.”

At some point, we realized that, although we had high expectations that students could 
contribute to the conversation, we weren’t supporting them in doing so. As a result, we 
kept feeling responsible for nudging the conversation along. So we came up with the 
following poster (Figure 8.2):

FIGUrE 8.2

Reading Conference Poster

IN A rEADING CONFErENCE yOU CAN TALK ABOUT . . . 

* How you went about writing your current entry

* Any challenges or frustrations you had when writing

* A writing about reading strategy you tried

* Goals you have for your writing

* Parts of your entries you like

* Parts of your entries you are not happy with

* What you like or dislike about your book

* Challenges or success with reading at home

We taught a mini-lesson explaining how to use this anchor chart and why we made 
it, explicitly sharing what we had noticed in our conferences. Michelle also made small 
paper copies of this chart so students could keep them in their reading folders. After our 
lesson, students knew that, at the start of a reading conference, they could take out these 
mini-anchor charts to help them think of what to say. When we asked, “So how is your 
reading going?” students were much more self-sufficient in offering information, even if 
it meant skimming the list before answering. Then, as the suggestions on the list became 
more intrinsic, students gradually stopped needing the scaffolding. 
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Book Log
After our conversation, I ask students to show me their book log, where they keep track 
of the books they read and the number of pages they read each day. Having a predictable 
structure helps the teacher to cover each source of information, while students are more 
apt to give their full attention to the discussion and content of the conference when they 
can predict how the conference will be organized each time (Serravallo and Goldberg 
2007; Calkins 2000).

Sometimes I have a few questions about their book logs, but usually I check quickly for 
anything particularly positive or concerning about their book choices, their volume of 
reading, or how they fill out the log. I also look at book logs at the start of a conference as 
a matter of accountability. If I have an expectation that students are filling out these book 
logs every day, but I never have a predictable time to look at them, students’ loyalty to this 
expectation naturally wanes. I find that looking at book logs in a conference, rather than 
going around once a week to make sure they are being filled out, brings a more authentic 
purpose in what might otherwise seem like busywork. 

Student Observations
During the research phase, I also consider recent observations of students’ reading habits. 
Usually, these observations impact what I teach in a conference when a reading behavior 
has been something I have noticed recently, either for positive or negative reasons. For 
example, if I noticed Shane helping another student choose books in the library or I 
notice he has recently made a lot of improvement in bringing in his reading homework, 
I will keep these in mind as possible strengths to teach. However, if I have noticed Shane 
procrastinating during independent reading, I may ask him about it during our initial 
conversations, which could influence what I decide to teach. 

Reader’s Notebooks
As mentioned in the previous chapter, I come to conferences having already researched 
students’ writing as a way to save time and to have more space to be reflective about pos-
sible teaching points. Since the goal is to teach the reader, and not to help them “fix up” a 
particular entry, it’s important to read two or three of the most recent independent entries, 
not just the one they are currently writing. I might also look at their strategy entries, but 
the independent entries offer the most information about the active thinking and reflection 
students are doing on their own. Even though we might come to the conference with an 
idea of what we might teach, based on prior reading of notebooks, it is important to not 
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make any decisions until the actual conference when we can incorporate what we learn 
from talking to the student and the other sources of information. 

Deciding What Strengths to Teach
Since teaching strengths is about naming and reinforcing something students are already 
doing, I sometimes choose two strengths to teach in a conference. Several factors can 
influence which strengths to choose. The first is your record of the previous conference 
with this student. If a strategy that was taught in a previous conference is now visible in 
their writing, this would definitely be a strength to consider teaching. 

Another factor that should influence your decision is your understanding of which 
skills are standard for this student and which skills he or she is just beginning to do. For 
example, I may notice that Nora is making personal connections or quoting dialogue in 
her independent entries. If these are skills she has been demonstrating for a while, it’s not 
as valuable to spend time on them compared to other ways of writing about reading that 
show growth. A third factor for deciding what to teach would be recent strategy lesson 
instruction. Although conferring is meant to be tailor-made and is not a time to “make 
sure they are doing the mini-lessons,” we still want to see a connection between recent 
instruction and what students do in their independent entries. 

Are there ever times when I am conferring and can’t find a strength that seems new 
or shows growth? Absolutely! In fact, that happens a lot, in part because, well, students 
are human and don’t always grow in perfectly incremental ways between conferences. 
And I’m human too. When that happens, I simply choose any strength I notice, no matter 
how small. Any area of reading can be a source for reading strengths. I might choose, for 
example, to talk about the way a student keeps her book log organized or the comments 
she made during a read-aloud the day before. These skills are perhaps not out of the ordi-
nary, but they are still academic and support the work a reader does, even if in a very small 
way. As demonstrated later in this chapter, any strength you choose, no matter how basic 
or small, is talked about with the same respect and attention during the teaching phase. 

Deciding What Next Step to Teach
Deciding what to teach rests squarely on the shoulders of the research stage, when you 
gather as many strengths or next steps as you can notice. Deciding, then, is simply a 
matter of making an educated guess about which one to choose (Hale 2008). This is the 
reason a whole chapter was dedicated to noticing possible teaching points. Trying to 
decide what to teach in a conference without having a list of specific choices is like try-
ing to decide what to order at a restaurant without a menu. So the more specific choices 
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you can gather during the different kinds of research, the more options you have from 
which to make a wise choice.

As I research, I am mentally ranking which teaching point might be best to make public 
for this conference, based on what I see, hear, and know about the student in addition to 
the possible teaching points I have already considered based on my observations of their 
reader’s notebooks. Sometimes you will see more than one possible teaching point. To 
help narrow down the possibilities, you can ask yourself the following questions.

• What teaching point is most attainable and realistic for this student?

• What teaching point fits best with the entry the student is currently writing? 

• What teaching point connects most with what the student talked about in our 
conversation?

• What teaching points have already been taught in whole-class strategy lessons?

You can also make space on your conferring sheet to jot down notes about teaching points 
you did not choose this time, that you might consider next time. 

ADDITIONAL rESEArCh 
Sometimes, even with all this research, it may be difficult to figure out what to teach in 
a conference. Keep in mind that there is no perfect teaching point; however, there is ad-
ditional research you can do to generate more ideas about what to teach students. Some-
times, it helps to ask more questions about their independent entries or to ask whether 
there are areas the student wants to improve in writing about their books. You can also 
use one of the following strategies for additional research. 

One option for additional research is to continue talking with students about their 
reading but ask leading comprehension questions—the kind I held off asking at the start 
of the conference. Previously, I wanted to hear students’ ideas without any prompting 
from me. When I’m not sure what to teach, I use prompting questions with the goal of 
getting students to verbalize thinking that is not in their writing (but that they are capable 
of doing) and then use their responses as a vehicle for teaching. 

Questions can be specific such as “What did you think about the text features in your 
book?” or “Show me which text feature you thought was particularly effective.” You 
can also ask more open-ended questions with the purpose of letting students’ responses 
guide the teaching. For example, asking a student “So what were you thinking about these 
characters?” can spark different types of thinking for different students. Whatever their 
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response, you can use the thinking they show through talking as a basis for what they 
could include in their writing.

Another option for additional research is to use students’ strategy entries as a resource. 
You can look at the most recent strategy entries and see whether there is one strategy the 
student tried out with more proficiency than others. I know students have background 
knowledge of these strategies, and there is an added benefit of using a student’s own 
writing as a model for what they can do in their independent entries. Since students will 
be trying out the teaching point in their independent entry, a move described later in 
this chapter, you can also consider which strategy would be most appropriate for the 
independent entry they are working on at that time. 

Teaching the Conference
Like many teachers, my conferences follow the general research-decide-teach model but 
with an explicit, symmetrical focus on both strengths and next steps (Figure 8.3). 

FIGUrE 8.3

Research-Decide-Teach Model 

rESEArCh

DECIDE what strengths to teach DECIDE what next step to teach

TEACh the strength

Name the strength

Explain why it’s good

TEACh the next step

Name the teaching point

Explain why it’s good

Teach Forward

record Conference

Strategies for Teaching Strengths
I use the language “teach strengths” rather than “point out strengths” or “give a compli-
ment” because I want students to not just feel positive about the work they do as a reader 
but also understand precisely what they do well and why it is good. Students might know 
what words they wrote on paper, but they aren’t always aware of the kind of thinking that 
language represents. Similar to strategy lessons, the more specifically you can name what 
a student is doing well, the more influential your teaching. 

Some researchers caution against only using academic praise as opposed to praise 
that focuses on students’ effort. They explain that students who have been exposed to 
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process-praise are more likely to incur a growth mind-set and view intelligence and learn-
ing, not as fixed entities, but as characteristics that can be influenced by hard work and 
effort (Mueller and Dweck 1998). Praising effort is important but only positive academic 
feedback can impact students’ academic self-concept while general positive feedback 
does not (Chen et al. 2011). 

The practice of teaching academic strengths in conferences rests on the concept of 
redefining what “academic” means. Rather than see academic praise as conditional, that 
is, something reserved for performance or ability that is at or above grade level, it can refer 
to any academic strength. The ability to see small, specific strengths within writing (or 
any reading behavior for that matter) makes it possible to value academic strengths for 
all levels of students because it allows you to assess thinking without a comparative lens. 

The strengths I teach in a conference may sometimes be small, and not in the state 
standards, but they are always genuine. For example, the phrase “Harriet was mad” is not 
what one would see as an exemplar of fifth- or even fourth-grade writing in response to 
literature. But “Harriet was mad” does show inferential thinking. Not to mention, some 
students, even if they are adept at analyzing and synthesizing ideas at a high level, don’t 
stop to think about how characters feel. So if “Harriet was mad” is the most thinking 
students show in their entries, then this strength gets just as much value from me as any 
other strength I teach in a conference, both in the time I take to teach it and the tone with 
which I describe what they do as readers. 

Regardless of what strength you decide to teach, you can use one of the phrases in 
Figure 8.4 to heighten student understanding of their academic ability. Each of these 
teaching moves helps students understand what they did well by giving them a hypo-
thetical “poorer” or more average choice, which makes the strength more pronounced 
to the student.
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FIGUrE 8.4 Teaching Strengths Language Examples

TEAChING phrASE IF I WErE TEAChING hOW IT MIGhT SOUND

 Some Kids . . . Using characters’ names So one strength I see in your notebook 
entries is that you use characters’ names. 
See here where you wrote Amanda and then 
Mr. and Mrs. Beale? Some kids just write the 
name of the main character and then for 
other characters just write “his friend” or “her 
parents.”

Most Kids . . . Describing how a character changes Most kids just write about the parts of the 
book they read that day, which makes sense. 
But one thing a thoughtful reader does is 
think about how the parts they read today 
connect with other parts of the book, which 
you do here when you write about how 
Gilly has changed since the beginning of the 
book . . .

you Don’t Just . . . Describing your personal opinion of 
a character

One thing I notice you did in your 
independent entries several times is you 
describe your personal opinion about a 
character. Here when you talk about Cassie 
and then in this entry when you talk about 
Little Man. You really describe what you, 
Sasha, think of this person. you don’t just 
give a description of them: you offer a more 
personal reaction. Do you see how you did 
that?

As illustrated in the last example in Figure 8.4, I also sometimes use the question “Do 
you see how you did that?” I didn’t have any specific intention to say this. As a third grader 
who swore out loud during math in Ms. Cooper’s class once declared, “It just came out 
my mouth!” Once I thought about this phrase, however, I realized that it invites students 
to participate in the noticing with me and, even if it’s just a head nod with a shy smile, it 
gets students to participate in the acknowledgment of their strength. 

These teaching phrases can be used with all levels of students, as illustrated above, but 
they are particularly effective when conferring with below-grade-level students because 
they give an extremely powerful message, which is that you are doing something that other 
students aren’t (Hale 2008). Students who are not as successful as their peers in school are 
often used to being on only one end of the academic spectrum, whether it is about how 
state assessments see them, their peers see them, or how they see themselves. By teaching 
students the small things they do well in their independent entries and comparing them 
to “other kids,” they are taking a turn on the other end of the spectrum. 
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After naming the strength and describing it, comes “the why.” The following phrases 
can be helpful in making clear to students you are shifting from naming the strategy to 
giving “the why.” 

“That’s important because …”

“That’s good because …”

“Including (name of skill) in your writing deepens your thinking because … ”

Figure 8.5 offers examples of what teaching strengths might sound like with students of 
three differing ability levels: Karina, Marvin, and Risa. While each conference is unique, 
you can detect the same structure running underneath: naming the strength and saying 
why it is good. Keep in mind that these conference excerpts reflect only the teacher’s voice 
and do not include any responses or questions from students. We will return to these 
same students throughout the chapter as each step of conferring is discussed.
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FIGUrE 8.5 

Examples of Teaching Strengths

KArINA

Strength: Using Characters’ Names 
Reading: Freckle Juice by Judy Blume

Naming the 
Strategy and the 
Why

So, Karina, one strength I notice in your entries is that you use characters’ names. See here 
where you write Sharon and then Mr. and Mrs. Marcus? Some kids might write the name 
of the main character and then just write “his friend” or “her parents” for other characters. 
But you’re including the names of different characters. And that’s important because, first 
of all, it helps keep your ideas about people organized, for yourself and for the reader. 
I know who you’re talking about. But it also means you are aware of who the different 
characters are as you read. So keep doing that in all your entries. Great job.

MArvIN

Strength: Describing how a Character Feels and Giving Evidence with One Time
Reading: Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred Taylor

Naming the 
Strategy and the 
Why

Naming the 
Strategy and the 
Why

Marvin, one thing you do well in your independent entries is that you sometimes describe 
how a character is feeling, like here when you wrote about how annoyed Stacy must get at 
his little brother T.J. You didn’t just explain what was happening. You talked about how a 
character feels. I’ve noticed you do this in other entries too, which is good because it helps 
you think of the inside story of a character. 

Another great thing you’ve done in your entries is you give evidence for your opinion 
about characters by giving an example from the story. See, here you say, “One time . . .” and 
then say how his brother tried to cheat on his test. That’s great because you are grounding 
your ideas and inferences in specific events in the book. Sometimes kids will describe a 
character but then never really explain why they think that.

 So today there are two strengths I am going to write down on my conference sheet. First, 
that you are writing about how characters feel and, second, that you give evidence for 
your thinking using “One time . . .”

rISA

Strength: Evaluating Illustrations
Reading: Space Travelers by Simon Seymour

Naming the 
Strategy and the 
Why

Risa, this is great how you describe how the author uses real photographs in the book. 
You are actually evaluating this author’s use of illustrations. It’s not something I see often 
unless I have taught it in a mini-lesson. Most students stick to just talking about how much 
they like the pictures. But here, where you explain why the photographs are effective, this 
is more complex than that. You are not just thinking about whether you, Risa, like it or not. 
You are thinking critically about what these real photographs do for the reader, how it 
affects the reading process of this book. Do you see the difference? That’s really great. And 
being evaluative of the books you read, whether it’s about the way an author writes or the 
text features, is something I hope you continue to do in your independent entries.

After I teach strengths, I sometimes have students say back to me what they are doing 
well. Most often, however, I save this “say it back to me” move until the very end of the 
conference and move on to teaching next steps.

Teaching Next Steps
To make an explicit shift to the next part of the conference, I say one of the following 
introductions:
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 “One thing that you can work on is …”

“One thing I think you’re ready for is …” 

Notice that the language in both examples is targeted at the student and not at the note-
book entry. This language reinforces the concept that conferring is meant to teach the 
writer, not the writing. Using the phrase “one thing” reinforces the idea that there is never 
just one way to get better at writing about reading. I am simply offering them one small 
strategy that can lift up the way they write and think about reading. 

Next I name and describe the strategy I am teaching along with an explanation of “the 
why.”  Since this part of the conference is about helping students incorporate a certain 
way of thinking they are not yet doing, at least in writing, there is an additional section in 
which students practice the teaching point. 

Teaching Forward
This next part of the conference I call “teaching forward” because it reflects the forward 
movement in how students process the teaching point. Rather than have students fix 
sentences they’ve already written (or squeeze sentences into what they’ve already writ-
ten) students practice the teaching point by moving forward in their entry. We do want 
students to be critical and reflective editors of their work, and there may be some students 
who would benefit from a teaching point about rereading and editing their work more 
carefully. But editing and writing are different processes. 

The main purpose of these comprehension conferences is to help students become 
thoughtful, reflective thinkers as they write, when thoughts, ideas, and questions are still 
forming in their minds and before their pencils hit the paper. With teaching forward, 
students use the strategy being taught, but they have to decide how they will incorporate 
the strategy within a short amount of time. This kind of practice more directly supports 
student ownership because it emulates the true act of writing, when students have blank 
lines ahead of them and have to make decisions about what to think about and how to say it. 

Teaching forward begins with bringing the students’ attention back to the independ-
ent entry they are currently working on and asking their intentions for what they might 
write next. Then ask students to keep going with their entry and try to, in the next few 
minutes, use the strategy just discussed. The teaching point does not always fit perfectly 
with where students are in their entry. But because independent entries are about explor-
ing thinking, as opposed to telling a narrative that has a certain sequence, there is quite 
a bit of room for moving around to different ideas. 
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Before students start writing, I always ask, “So, can you say back to me what you’re 
about to do?” This small question is a critical factor in my ability to momentarily leave the 
conference. I learned years ago that this kind of question is a very different one than, “So 
do you understand what you’re going to do?” to which I usually get a head nod. Having 
students verbalize what they are going to do solidifies their understanding, creates a public 
accountability, and shows me they are clear on what they are about to do. If a student 
ever has a hard time saying what they are going to do, then I just condense the directions 
by saying, “That’s okay, you’re going to …” Then I have them say it back to me again. 

 Figure 8.6 shows examples of how teaching next steps, including teaching forward, 
might sound. These are continuations of the conferences (again reflecting only the 
teacher’s voice) with Karina, Marvin, and Risa. 

FIGUrE 8.6 

Examples of Teaching Next Steps

KArINA

Teaching point: Using “I think”

Naming the Strategy 
and the Why

Teaching Forward

So one thing you can work on is to bring more thinking into your independent entries. I 
noticed that you have a lot of writing for each entry but most of it is explaining what 
happened in the book. It’s okay to sometimes write about what is happening in the book 
but the main purpose of keeping a reader’s notebook is to write about your thinking. 
When I read these independent entries, I want to hear what Karina thinks about Freckle 
Juice, what Karina thinks about all the things that Nick is doing.

One thing you can do to get better at this is to start some sentences with “I think.” 
Remember we had a lesson on that a few weeks ago? This phrase helps you get more 
thinking in your writing (or I could ask Karina what she remembers about this lesson). 
There are lots of ways to include thinking in your independent entries but this is one 
easy way. And “I think” can lead to all different kinds of thinking. 

Okay, let’s see, right now you’re talking about how Sharon is about to give a recipe 
to Nick for Freckle Juice. I can’t wait to hear what you think about that part! So keep 
writing for a few minutes and see if one or two times you can use the phrase “I think” to 
bring some of your own thoughts into your writing. Before I go, can you say back to me, 
in your own words, what you are you going to do in the next few minutes?
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MArvIN

Teaching point: Analyzing the relationship Between Two Characters

Naming the Strategy 
and the Why

Teaching Forward

Marvin, you are starting to give evidence for your ideas, but now I think you are ready to 
start developing the way you write about characters. And one way you can do that is by 
writing about the relationship between that character and another person in the book. 
Because who you are with a certain person says a lot about one part of who you are. So 
for me, who I am with my friend Jeanne Marie is different than how I am with my mom.

The same is true for characters. So whenever you are writing about a particular 
character, one thing you can do is analyze the relationship between that person and 
another character. Remember how we talked about analyzing a character? Well this 
is similar except you are analyzing the relationship between two characters. You think 
about the different ways these two characters act with each other, which can change 
depending on where they are, what is happening in the book, or even who else is around. 

Let’s see, tell me what you are writing about right now. Okay, you’re writing about 
Cassie. Great. So keep writing about her, but in the next few sentences, I want you to try 
this strategy of exploring a character by writing about their relationship with someone 
else. So you can write about the relationship between Cassie and any of the other 
characters. I’ll be back in a couple of minutes, okay? First, can you tell me what you’re 
about to do? What are you going to write about?

rISA

Teaching point: Explaining your Questions

Naming the Strategy 
and the Why

Teaching Forward 

One thing I think will be great to work on today is the way you are writing about 
questions. I notice that when you are writing about a story you will let a question lead 
to lots of thinking. But when you write about a nonfiction book you don’t ask that 
many questions. And when you do, they just kind of stop. You ask it and then move on 
to something else. Did you notice that? Any thoughts why? I actually have seen this 
with other students since nonfiction questions seem so unanswerable. Like there is one 
right answer. But remember the point of asking questions in your reader’s notebook is to 
explore your ideas and thoughts about that question, which you can do with any genre, 
including nonfiction. 

So here, when you asked a question about where space begins and then where does it 
end. That’s a fantastic question! I wonder that too. But see how in the next sentence 
you just start writing about something else? So one thing you can work on in your 
independent entries is to, whenever you ask a question, explain your question a little bit 
more. Just spend a few sentences describing your question. Especially with information, 
writing more about the question can help you narrow down what you understand and 
what exactly is confusing. Then you can have a better foundation when you go on to 
offer a theory about that question. 

Since you have such a good question, why don’t we use that as a place to start. Can you 
copy that question you have about space on the next page? This is such a great question.  
I want you to write for a few minutes while I check in with a few other students. And 
what are you going to try today that we just talked about? Right, you’re going to explain 
that question before you move on to any other ideas. Why do you wonder this? What 
exactly doesn’t make sense? I can’t wait to read about it when I get back.

Notice in the conference excerpts above I do not ask Karina, Marvin, or Risa to talk 
out what they were going to write. Instead, I get their thinking process ready for writing. 
While both types of support can be helpful and involve the student, the latter offers stu-
dents a more autonomous role and is more supportive of student ownership. Of course, 
there are some students who may need the scaffolding of talking out sentences to gener-
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ate writing. My only suggestion is, except for cases where accommodations are clearly 
needed, to not immediately assume a student needs this to be successful. 

Once the student starts writing I leave the conference to check in with the rest of the 
class for about three or four minutes. The main reason I leave the conference is because 
it heightens students’ independence. They also seem more engaged when working alone, 
perhaps because there is a demeanor of trust and belief that they don’t need me, in ad-
dition to the fact that their time to produce something is quite short. The other reason I 
leave the conference has to do with classroom management, which, as any teacher who 
confers knows, can be one of the challenges of this type of instruction. These few min-
utes give me time to check in with the other twenty-four or so students who are writing 
independently. Walking around, peeking over shoulders, and offering small nudges or 
positive feedback help students to feel my presence and also help me get a sense of how 
they are doing. 

Once I get back to the conference, I ask the student how he or she is doing and if I can 
read what he or she wrote. Sometimes I let students read their writing out loud, but not 
the entire entry, only the portion they just wrote. Because there is up-front investment 
in giving students attainable and clear teaching points and getting their thinking ready 
before writing, students are almost always successful with this step. Another benefit of 
the heightened student independence is that, when I read what they wrote, I am reacting 
to sentences they composed independently as opposed to sentences I fished out of them 
or said out loud and then got my “So why don’t you write that down” approval. Any posi-
tive feedback tends to be more meaningful to students. 

Connecting to Other Writing
Since conferences are meant to “teach the writer” and not just help with an entry, it helps 
to end the conference by making a connection between what the student just did in their 
entry and writing about reading in general. As shown in some of the examples that fol-
low (Figure 8.7), you can use the phrase “So whenever you are writing about . . . ” when 
wrapping up the conference to reinforce the fact that this strategy is now something they 
own and can use whenever they are writing in their reader’s notebook. 
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FIGUrE 8.7 

Examples of Wrapping Up the Conference

KArINA

Teaching point: Using “I think” in Writing

positive 
Feedback

Connecting to 
Other Writing

Say It Back 
to Me

Look at that. You didn’t just use “I think” once. You used it twice! And see how they are different types 
of thoughts? That is the beauty of this phrase—it can lead to so many different types of thinking. 

So whenever you are writing independent entries and you realize “Whoa, I guess I have just been 
writing about what happened in the book!” what phrase can you use? Right, “I think”,  just like 
you did in this entry.

Can you say back to me in your own words, what are the two things I said that you were good 
at in terms of writing about reading? Right, using characters names. And do you remember why I 
said that is good? Great.

And what are you are getting better at with independent entries? What did you work on today? 
Right, using “I think.” So next time I read your reader’s notebook I want to read a lot about 
Karina’s thinking. I am looking forward to it! Okay so just write your teaching points in your 
student conference sheet, and you’re all set.

MArvIN

Teaching point:  Analyzing the relationship Between Two Characters

positive 
Feedback

Connecting to 
Other Writing

Say It Back 
to Me

Okay, can I read what you wrote? Hey, you did it! Terrific. You wrote a few more sentences about 
Cassie, and then you wrote about the relationship between her and Uncle Hammer. Very nice. 
Now I get to see a side of Cassie I didn’t see before. 

Remember, analyzing a relationship between two characters is something you can do whenever 
you are writing about characters in your reader’s notebook. And if you want to, you could write 
about the relationship between Cassie and someone else in her family or someone at the store, 
because each relationship is unique.

All right. So can you say back to me what strengths you show in your writing? There were two we 
talked about today. Can you tell me the first one? Great! And what about the second strength? That’s 
okay. It has something to do with this word, “because.” Right, giving evidence for your ideas.

And what is your next step? What did you do just now that will help you develop your thinking? 
Yes, analyzing relationships. You did a great job with that today. So just copy those teaching 
points in your student conference sheet, and we’re done.

rISA

Teaching point: Explaining your Questions

positive 
Feedback

Connecting to 
Other Writing

Say It Back 
to Me

Very nice! You really thought about this question. Notice how in trying to explain why you 
wondered about the idea of space beginning and ending so much great thinking surfaced! This is 
a terrific example of explaining your questions with informational texts. Could I maybe make a 
copy of this? Because I think this would be a great strategy lesson to teach the class, and I would 
love to use this as an example of “Explaining Your Question.”

So there are lots of ways to let questions lead to thinking. But whenever you are writing in your 
notebook, especially with nonfiction, explaining your question is now one strategy you know you can use.

All right. Can you first say back to me one thing I said you were good at in terms of the way you 
are writing about reading? Well, more than just writing about illustrations. You are evaluating 
them, you are describing what is effective about them, which requires critical thinking, not just 
saying that you like them. So can you say back to me—what is the difference between just 
writing about illustrations and evaluating them? Great. And like I said, I have not seen students 
evaluating books in their reader’s notebook much, so good for you.

And what is your next step from this conference? What did you just work on? Right, explaining 
questions. So I hope to see more of this in your entries. You can go ahead and write these in 
your student conference sheet.
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Say It Back
One of the last things I do when wrapping up a conference is ask students to say the teach-
ing points back to me, both the strength and the main teaching point, which has less to do 
with checking for understanding (although it does that) and more to do with supporting 
accountability throughout the conference. When students know they will have to say their 
teaching points at the end of every conference, they are more likely to listen carefully. 

Having students verbalize their strengths has a particularly strong effect on strug-
gling readers and writers, who may not be accustomed to acknowledging what they do 
well. This small teaching move has become one of my favorite parts of conferring, with 
students of all ability levels, because I often see slightly stifled smiles as they recognize 
a type of academic thinking that I named. And I know how important self-perception is 
to how they experience learning in general and writing about their reading in particular. 

Asking students to verbalize the teaching points also helps students to remember what 
they learned. As a result, they are more likely to incorporate it when they are writing on 
their own. Sometimes students have a hard time verbalizing their strength or next step, 
not because they were not listening, but because they aren’t sure of how to sum it up. In 
that case, I just give students a hint or ask them to explain what they remember and then 
show them how I phrased it in my conference sheet. 

Recording Conferences
Some teachers have told me, “I do confer, I just don’t write things down.” While this is 
certainly possible to do, there are important reasons to record conferences. Keeping track 
of individual conferences first supports an equitable system to make sure you are checking 
in with all of your students. Writing down teaching points also supports student account-
ability and shows evidence of differentiated instruction (Serravallo and Goldberg 2007). 

The good news is that recording conferences does not require a lot of time or writing. 
If effective teaching is specific, then describing the teaching point should only take few 
words or a phrase. Some teachers find it helpful to make notes about all the things they 
notice when reading student writing or during the conference. I would argue that this 
kind of documentation is most helpful in the research stage, similar to the way a running 
record keeps track of observations that support our teaching and holistic understanding 
of students but does not reflect what we actually teach. 

After students say their teaching points back to me, they also record them in their 
student conference sheets (see excerpts in Figure 8.8), which are kept in the back of the 
reader’s notebook. Although you can dedicate a few blank pages for recording confer-
ence teaching points, these formal pages keep conference notes more organized, and 
their official look heightens the appeal. 
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FIGUrE 8.8 

Examples of Recording Conferences 
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Beyond the Conference
One way to reinforce the teaching we do in conferences, or to lessen the demands of time 
that individual conferences require, is to have group conferences. If you walked into my 
classroom during a group conference, you might think I was doing guided reading or 
writing. But group conferences have a different purpose and structure. Groups are de-
termined solely on a reading challenge a few students have in common, and they typically 
meet only once or twice. I primarily use group conferences with students who need extra 
support in word-solving strategies or fluency or students who are leaning on retelling in 
their reader’s notebooks. I don’t teach strengths during these conferences because of the 
group nature and because their purpose is to target needed support.

For conferences to make a more lasting impact, it is helpful to allow time for students 
to review and reflect on their strengths and next steps as readers, whether this is done 
individually, with a partner, or both. In Conferring with Readers (2007), Serravallo and 
Goldberg suggest having follow-up conferences with students. These types of confer-
ences take less time because not as much research is needed, and they serve a valuable 
purpose of accountability and reinforcement. This kind of teaching also acknowledges 
that the goal of conferring is not about students getting to meet with the teacher but 
incorporating new skills into their independent work. 

Another way to reinforce instruction from conferences is to ask students to turn to a 
peer and talk about one or two things they are good at in reading and something they are 
trying to improve on in reading. Students might turn to the page where they recorded 
their teaching points from recent conferences. But they can talk about any reading skills 
they think they are good at or need to work on since conferences can only capture one 
aspect of who they are as readers. This brief activity, which takes only three or four min-
utes, reaffirms the expectation that “of course you’re aware of what you are good at and 
what you need to work on.” After all, like any skill you are trying to improve, whether 
it is pottery or playing basketball or knitting, how can you get better if you aren’t aware 
of what you already do well and what you need to work on next? By naming students’ 
unique strengths and giving them short-term, attainable comprehension goals, we can 
create conditions of self-awareness that can get students invested in their own learning.    




